Instead of targeting bankers as morally corrupt individuals, one should look at the system of banking as a professionalized practice of Australias banking community and the complicit role played by governments, the judiciary and the media. Further reading: Bankers and Bastards, by former Senator James Renton. There are bastards, lying bastards and then there are ‘bankers’. Posts about bankers written by Don the Dog. Filed in: Corruption, Culture, Economy, Leadership, Politics and tagged bankers, fraud, hidden, HMCR, HSBC, swiss accounts. Banks and bastards book by Paul McLean, James Renton. - Alibris Expos of the sometimes dubious practices of Australias banking community and the complicit role played by governments, the judiciary and the media. Special Top 10 books about bankers Books The Guardian Non troverai mai la verità se non sei disposto ad accettare anche ciò che non ti aspetti. Eracrito VUOI SAPERE COSE LANTIFASCISMO? E non avere cura del BASTARDS ABRAHAM LINCOLN - YouTube tization of bankers as greedy bastards is misguided. Instead of targeting bankers as morally corrupt individuals, one should look at the system of banking as a profession.